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RIGGING AND SKINNING



Rigging and skinning
How do we animate  complex characters? 

! Skeleton/armature:  rigging 
! Skin and flesh: skinning, smooth skinning, muscles, fat, 

wrinkles 
! Clothing : particle systems, finite elements



Rigging introduction



Rigging a lamp (part 1)



Rigging a lamp (part 2)



Rigging a lamp (part 3)



Rigging a lamp (part 4)



Rigging a human character



Typical Character
Mechanics of movement must be convincing 
Skin and clothing moves & bends appropriately 
This process of preparing character controls is 
called rigging 
◉ Fully rigged character has 
■ Skeleton joints, surfaces, deformers, expressions, 

Set Driven Key, constraints, IK, Blendshapes, etc



Typical Character Rig 



Character Resolution
Use low resolution character that has 
surfaces “parented” to skeleton 
◉Allows interactive animations 
◉Switch to full resolution character later



Typical Character Animation Workflow
Character Design 
Model 
Skeleton Rigging 
Binding 
Animation 
Integration 
Rendering



Animation and interpolation
Keyframe 
animation 
How to 
interpolate 
motion between 
key-frames



Articulated motion



Articulated motion



Articulated and rigid motion
Motion of body part is rigid 

! In the parent’s frame 
! In the word frame 
Rigid motion can be represented as a 3 
x 4 matrix



Skinning
We have a structure of bones, organized as a 
kinematic tree  
Problem : how do we animate the « skin » of 
the characters given the motion of their bones ? 
Rigid skinning : each body part is modeled as 
a rigid body 
! P(vi)= Tf P0(vi) where T is the bone transformation



Smooth skinning
Also known as  « Skeleton Subspace Deformation » 
Skin vertices move as a result of several body part 
motions 
! P(vi)= (sum_f wif Tf )P0(vi)  
! Normalized weights : sum_f wif = 1) 
! Vertex weights can be computed automatically 
! For example wif = 1/dif2 

Or weights can be drawn by « painting » the skin



Interpolation of matrices
Transformation matrix  Tf = [SR|t] with 12 parameters  
Non independent 
3 translations, 3 rotations, 3 re-scalings 
Better to control them separately 
Automatic weight computation 
Wang et Philips, Multi-weight enveloping: least-squares 
approximation techniques for skin animation,  SCA 2002



Dual quaternion interpolation
  

Skinning with Dual Quaternions 
Ladislav Kavan, Steven Collins, Jiri Zara, Carol O'Sullivan. 
Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games, 2007.

http://isg.cs.tcd.ie/projects/DualQuaternions/
http://isg.cs.tcd.ie/projects/DualQuaternions/




Cage deformations
Build a cage around bones (armatures)



Paper 8 - Automatic rigging and skinning:  
Bone Heat Weighting

  

Automatic Rigging and Animation of 3D 
Characters 
Ilya Baran and Jovan Popovic, SIGGRAPH 2007.

http://www.mit.edu/~ibaran/autorig/
http://www.mit.edu/~ibaran/autorig/
http://www.mit.edu/~ibaran/autorig/


Examples




